Editor's note

This is the third issue of Review of Psychology since the late Professor Alija Kulenović took on the editorial task. Unfortunately, he could not have seen any of them being published. However, he initiated and very much inspired the appearance of each. When accepting editor's responsibility he was largely interested in stimulating and shaping the thematic outline, in a way, looking for a distinctive profile of the Review. He wondered about a conception of the journal that would facilitate it to become internationally visible to a greater degree. He was thinking about regionally characteristic lines of inquiry or the research topics predominantly studied among psychologists within the Alps-Adria community, and also many scientists coming from other parts of the world but in one way or another connected to the area. Conceiving different region-specific and other thematic issues seemed to be a sound way how to move toward the initial goal of being recognized by a wider psychological community.

The idea on the special issue on social psychology came out as early as summer 2004. The 14th Psychology Days in Zadar held at that time, the last conference Professor Kulenović attended and gave a lecture at. With the additional motive in mind he attended enthusiastically various sessions and presentations at the conference. And the symposium dealing with methodological aspects of current research in social psychology held within the Psychology Days was a main incentive for considering and suggesting the symposium presentations to be prepared for publication within a special issue.

I would like to express our gratitude to all the authors as well as all the reviewers of the manuscripts considered for being included in this special issue for their valuable contribution and the generous assistance in finalizing the appearance of this journal issue.
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